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STC1110-RF

NEW

ULTRAGRIP, 8.2 MHZ RF, ONE PIECE LANYARD AND TAG
The UltraGrip is a “one piece” tag with a 5.90” (150 MM) lanyard
combination that saves time during application and removal.
It’s
compatible with all 8.2 MHz RF systems and may be removed with
standard magnetic detachers. Its innovative design incorporates a high
security plastic covered metal lanyard that allows adjustable diameter. It
may be attached to items that have handles such as tools, sporting goods,
bottles, luggage, handbags, etc.
color may be different from photo
Compatible
STC2012-82

NEW

TAG, PULL-LOK, 8.2 MHZ. BLACK, BLUE LANYARD, 4.5" DIA.
The Pull-Lok Tag is made of black ABS plastic and works with any 8.2
MHz system. It has a machined brass high security lock and PVC coated
steel cable. It is used to secure large diameter items up to 4.5” Dia. that
the lanyard may be pulled tight around and is removed by standard
magnetic detachers.

*Available in any Frequency
Compatible
STC1108-AM

NEW

TAG, ULTRATAG®, 360º LANYARD, 58 KHZ, BLK, STD LK
SenTech Ultratag Mini features a 360º 4” cable lanyard with Ferrite core
tag for superior detection, and is available in both 8.2 Mhz. and 58 KHz.
frequencies. This tag is excellent for tagging handbags, shoes, belts,
sporting goods, tools, grills, and outdoor products.

Dimensions: L1.84”x W.92” (46.8mm 23.4mm)
Case pack 1,000 / 100 per bag - wt. 24 LBs.
Compatible
STC1100-4

REFURB

TAG, BLACK, WITH 3" LANYARD 58 KHZ AM
This lanyard tag is a “one piece” tag lanyard combination that saves time
during application and removal. It’s compatible with all 58 kHz AM
systems and may be removed with standard magnetic detachers. It may
be attached to items that have handles such as tools, sporting goods,
luggage, handbags, sunglasses etc.
Refurbished

Compatible
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STC1109

NEW

ULTRALANYARD, 9” ONE PIECE TAG / LANYARD
SenTech’s UltraLanyard is a “one piece” tag lanyard combination that
saves time during application and removal. It’s compatible with all
Acousto-Magnetic systems and may be removed with standard hand or
power detachers. Its innovative design incorporates a high security black
plastic lanyard that allows adjustable diameter from 1/2” to 2.5". It may be
attached to items that have handles such as tools, sporting goods,
luggage, handbags, etc.
US Patent 7,595,733
Compatible
STC1110-AM

NEW
ULTRAGRIP, 58 KHZ AM, GREY ONE PIECE LANYARD AND TAG
The UltraGrip is a “one piece” tag with a 5.90” (150 MM) lanyard
combination that saves time during application and removal.
It’s
compatible with all Acousto-Magnetic systems and may be removed with
standard magnetic detachers. Its innovative design incorporates a high
security plastic covered metal lanyard that allows adjustable diameter. It
may be attached to items that have handles such as tools, sporting goods,
bottles, luggage, handbags, etc.
color may be different from photo
Compatible
STC3022

NEW

LANYARD, 6" BLACK 1/2" LOOP WITH GROOVED PIN
High security 6" PVC coated galvanized steel lanyard, used to attach any
plastic hard tag to items that have handles or are irregular shaped such as
luggage, handbags, sporting goods, etc.
Hardened stainless steel groove pin attached to one end allows quick
application to merchandise.

Compatible
STC3023

NEW

LANYARD, 8" GALV. STEEL WITH BALL STOP & POINT
High security 8" galvanized steel lanyard, used to attach ball clutch type
plastic hard tags to items that have handles or are irregular shaped such
as shoes, luggage, handbags, sporting goods, etc.
Note: Tags must have s special through hole to use this lanyard.

Compatible
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STC3018

NEW

LANYARD, 6" WHITE
High security 6" PVC coated galvanized steel lanyard, used to attach any
plastic hard tag to items that have handles or are irregular shaped such as
luggage, handbags, sporting goods, etc.
* Also available in 8 and 9 inch length.

Compatible
STC3018-01

NEW

LANYARD, 8" WHITE
High security 8" PVC coated galvanized steel lanyard, used to attach any
plastic hard tag to items that have handles or are irregular shaped such as
luggage, handbags, sporting goods, etc.
* Also available in 6 and 9 inch length.

Compatible
STC3018-48

NEW

LANYARD, 48" WHITE
High security 48" PVC coated galvanized steel lanyard, used to attach any
plastic hard tag to items that have handles or are irregular shaped such as
luggage, handbags, sporting goods, etc.
* Also available in 6, 9, and 24 inch lengths.

Compatible
STC3019

NEW

P-CLIP 1/2" LOOP
P-Clip, used to protect a variety of items such as sun glasses, golf clubs
etc. May be used to attach any manufacturers hard tag.
Shown with Mini RF tag for illustration purpose only. May be used with
any hard tag.

Compatible
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STC3020

NEW
VERSA LANYARD, 6” FLAT PLASTIC ADJ. DIAMETER 1/8" TO 1.75"
High security black plastic lanyard, adjustable length from dia 1/8" to 1.75"
used to attach any plastic hard tag to items that have handles or are
irregular shaped such as luggage, handbags, sporting goods, tools, etc.

Compatible
STC3020-9

NEW
VERSA LANYARD, 9” FLAT PLASTIC ADJ. DIAMETER 1/8" TO 3.75"
High security black plastic lanyard, adjustable length from dia 1/8" to 3.75"
used to attach any plastic hard tag to items that have handles or are
irregular shaped such as luggage, handbags, sporting goods, tools, etc.

Tag shown is for illustration purposes only . May also be used with other
tags.
Compatible
STC3024

NEW
LANYARD, COILED, 9’ X 1/16" CABLE, BLACK PVC LOOP
ENDS .600, AND 1.5"
High security coiled PVC coated galvanized steel lanyard for securing
tools, firearms, sporting goods, cameras, and electronic items to display
counters. Expands up to 9 feet in length. Has two looped ends (.6” and
1.5”).
Special order custom lengths available upon request - minimum quantity
orders required.

Compatible
STC3026

NEW
LANYARD, CLEAR, 7" (177.8MM) LG, 5/8" (16MM) 4 GROOVED
SUPERTAG PIN
High security wire lanyard, 4mm diameter stranded galvanized steel wire
with a clear vinyl outer jacket. Lanyard features heavy duty stamped end
with hole, and 16mm long stainless steel grooved shaft pin on the
opposite end. This lanyard is used for attaching a security hard tag to
hand bags, luggage, sporting goods, tools, etc.

Compatible
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STC3027

NEW
LANYARD, CLEAR, 7" (177.8MM) LONG, 5/8" (16MM) 4 GROOVED
SUPERTAG STYLE PIN
High security wire lanyard, 4mm diameter stranded galvanized steel wire
with a clear vinyl outer jacket. Lanyard features heavy duty crimp sleeve
1/2” loop end, and 16mm long stainless steel grooved shaft pin on the
opposite end. This lanyard is used for attaching a security hard tag to
hand bags, luggage, sporting goods, tools, etc.

Compatible
STC3028

NEW
LANYARD, BLACK, 7" (177.8MM) LONG, 5/8" (16MM) 4 GROOVED
SUPERTAG STYLE PIN
High security wire lanyard, 4mm diameter stranded galvanized steel wire
with a Black vinyl outer jacket. Lanyard features heavy duty crimp sleeve
1/2” loop end, and 16mm long stainless steel grooved shaft pin on the
opposite end. This lanyard is used for attaching a security hard tag to
hand bags, luggage, sporting goods, tools, etc.

Compatible

